
Checkpoint 1.3. 
 

Offer alternatives for visual 
information 
 
 
Bright Colored High Contrast Academic Materials 
Bright Colored High Contrast Materials are adjustments made to texts, materials, and the 
classroom environment that increases visibility between an object and its background for 
a student with vision loss (e.g., instead of black text on a white background, using colored 
text on black paper). Bright colors are used due to their ability to reflect light (e.g., red, 
yellow, orange, neon colors) and dark background colors are used to support depth 
perception. A teacher can offer a student a variety of Bright Colored High Contrast 
Materials to support focus and attention during reading (e.g., acetate filters, highlighters, 
reading strips, colorful sticky notes) and writing tasks (e.g., bold-line paper). These 
materials are also used to identify safety precautions (e.g., using bright colored tape to 
signify hot/cold faucet handles). This strategy allows a student with vision loss the ability 
to actively participate, making academic content and the classroom environment more 
accessible, while also helping the student build independence and maintain safety.  
 
Choral Reading 
Choral reading is when a teacher models fluently reading a short text as students follow 
along with eyes or fingers (e.g. text is either projected up on the board or students have a 
copy of the text). Then, using the same text, the whole class or a group of students reads 
aloud in unison. Choral reading helps build students' fluency by providing a teacher model, 
but also promotes engagement and motivation for self-conscious readers because they 
have automatic group support.  
 
Kinesthetic Letters 
Kinesthetic Letters is an early literacy strategy in which students learn to identify the letter 
names and sounds through physical body movements and tactile practice methods. Often, 
the teacher introduces the strategy using physical actions to teach letter names and 
sounds while the class is seated at the rug. The teacher models a physical movement for 
each letter of the alphabet while displaying a picture of the letter and chanting the letter 
sound. Students follow along by copying the movements and chanting the sounds for all of 
the alphabet letters. Then, the teacher integrates additional kinesthetic and tactile 
activities such as writing letters in a salt tray, using pointer fingers to write letters in the 
air or creating playdoh letters. This hands-on approach is particularly effective for early 
learners as they begin to connect visual letter symbols with letter names and sounds.  
 
 



Listening Station 
A Listening Station is a center-based engagement strategy in which students listen to an 
audio recording (e.g., of a book, speech, other educational videos) in order to increase 
reading fluency and deepen comprehension through auditory processing. A Listening 
Station contains equipment to play audio files (e.g., tape or CD player, iPod, iPad, sets of 
headphones) and a variety of texts. A teacher first establishes a routine by modeling and 
reinforcing expectations for participating at a Listening Station. After, students use the 
Listening Station independently (e.g., individually, with a partner, or a small group). This 
strategy supports students through auditory, kinesthetic and visual input.  
 
Read Aloud 
Read Aloud refers to presenting written text in an auditory format. The teacher can read 
aloud to the class or students can take turns reading aloud to each other. The written text 
can be presented through an audio recording (e.g. tape, CD, MP3) or through the use of 
text to speech software. 
 
Having access to the text via audio does eliminate the need to read the text itself. The 
student can be exposed to the read aloud version before they engage in reading it 
themselves to facilitate comprehension. Alternately, they can listen to the read aloud as 
they are reading the text to facilitate accurate decoding.  
 
Text-to-Speech 
Text-to-Speech is a commonly used application on a computer that reads typed content 
aloud as it would be read naturally by a human (i.e., reading with inflection for 
punctuation, reading words exactly as they are spelled). Have the entire class listen to 
written content aloud together or have individual students use Text-to-Speech 
applications during independent reading activities. While Text-to-Speech is often used to 
overcome barriers with respect to reading fluency and comprehension, it is also a highly 
effective proof-reading tool. Because many students with barriers related to reading and 
writing have underlying issues with visual perceptual or eye-movement (i.e., ocular motor) 
control, taking the visual challenge out of reading supports the student in focusing on 
target skills and increases the amount of time the student will be able to persist on a task 
involving reading.  


